Instructions for Afsana Migration Mystery

**Aim**- The aim of the Afsana migration mystery is to make the students aware that climate change may lead to mass migration of populations around the world.

**Overview**- The Afsana story is set in Sudan during the year 2050 and is based on a factual report written in 2007. Hopefully, when Afsana criticizes her parents and grandparents for not living a more sustainable life, the students will link her to themselves.

**How to do it**- Depending on ability the students can read statements and decide on how to put them into categories or you can give categories, e.g. reports, Afsana character information, movement - however you feel they should be grouped.

In pairs, students can either colour the statements into categories or cut them out and glue onto A3 poster.

The final aim is for the students to be able to answer the mystery question. Use Point, Evidence, Explain to get full answers out of the pupils.

**Extension/Homework**- Use levels to write a short essay encouraging the use of PEE. Encourage students to back up with facts from statements and put into their own words!